Millwright

The University of Guelph is committed to equity in its policies, practices, and programs, supports diversity in its teaching, learning and work environments, and ensures that applications for members of underrepresented groups are seriously considered under its employment equity policy. All qualified individuals who would contribute to the further diversification of our University community are encouraged to apply.

Forbes Ranks U of G Among Canada's Top Employers [1]

Trades and Maintenance
Position covered by the Collective Agreement with the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), Local 1334

Millwright

Building Mechanics Shop, Physical Resources
3 Positions

Hiring #: 2016-0287

Please read the Application Instructions [2] before applying

Reporting to the Building Mechanic Supervisor, the Millwright is responsible for a variety of duties related to the ongoing demand maintenance and preventive maintenance of facilities at the University’s main campus in Guelph. Specific responsibilities include: removing, repairing and rebuilding various types of pumps and fans; installing and aligning new equipment using appropriate tools and technology; preparing cost estimates for repairs and replacements and making recommendations to the supervisor on the best approach; repairing and maintaining a variety of specialized equipment such as hydraulic lifts, various research and animal handling equipment; repairing larger equipment on site, with assistance if needed; assisting contractors with large and/or specialized repairs; working with the department’s vibration analysis instrument and its associated software; filling out appropriate paperwork (e.g. related to equipment upkeep, work orders, time cards, etc.); maintains a clean workshop and job site and assists other trades working in the same area or on the same job when appropriate; and other associated duties as assigned. The incumbent may be required to respond to after-hours calls as well as take training provided or arranged by the employer.

Requirements of the position include: Grade 12 diploma together with an Industrial Mechanic Millwright license (433A), and have 7280 hours of apprenticeship experience as part of Industrial Mechanic Millwright trade certificate and three years of relevant experience working on related equipment. The successful candidate must: have an excellent work ethic; have strong organizational, communication and interpersonal skills; be effective working both individually and as a member of a team; and be committed to safe work practices.

The Millwright may be required at times to work different shifts as needed, with appropriate notice.

Applicants from off campus will be expected to provide an acceptable criminal record check and vulnerable sector screening at their own expense if selected as the successful candidate

Position Number 820-016, 820-023 & 820-036
Classification CUPE Band 6
0-3 month rate $26.39 per hour

© 2016 University of Guelph
Job Rate $27.78 per hour
Vacancy Original
Work Location Building Mechanics Shop and throughout the University’s main campus

Posting Date: 2016 08 05
Closing Date: 2016 08 26
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